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Such A StevV About N othing
By

BER.-.:EDA LAR ON

Brrrrrrr !
The doorbell again;
For the fiftieth time that day :-.Irs. Edwards
brushed the children aside and bu tied in to ans,ver it.
Horrors! A telegram! ' O\\ what could have
happened-and only two days before Christma '.
Hurriedly t\Irs. Edwards signed and read,
"Peggy arrivino .\Ionday afternoon Dec. 24 . .\lust
leave home because of illness in family. KnmY
you won't mind, Love Clara."
"Oh;" enthused ~Irs. Edwards, "Come children, and listen to this. .\Iy old school chum,
Clara, you've heard me speak of her is sending
her little Peggy-Oh my lan'-it's been eighteen
since I 've seen her and this must be the one who
was about two then. Here with only one day of
warning, we have a luxury loving young lady to
prepare for."
Beverly Edwards, attractive sixteen year old,
immediately dashed upstair to see what must be
done to the guest room.
Clumsy little twelve year ofd Billy decided that
Dingo, the airdale, must have a bath for the occasion.
But there sat Baby, all alone, deserted, without
a word, just for some flapper with skinny legs. He
thought he'd set up a howl, just for fun, but instead decided to wipe up a few r.iore feet of linoleum.
Six o'clock and the fight still on . Everything
cleaned, rugs whipped, clothe aired, and every
conceivable nook scrubbed to spotless cleanliness.
"For," thought desperate ~1rs . Edwards, ''Clara
always l1ad two or three maids and Peggy of
course would be accustomed to the best." And
then she couldn't let Clara think that the children and buying the house made it too expensive
to have a maid . She'd make Peggy think she'd
rather do her own work.
' D icky, telephone your daddy not to dare forget those boudior pillows-the fluffy ones-Mamie, for goodness' sake grab this baby from underfoot."
Mamie unclasped the child's chubby, stick)
fingers ju t in the nick of time-or the luncheon

and its contents would have clattered to the floor.
''Hev ~Tom! Where did }~Ou put those <loo-dads
that a;e going w dangle this \Vay and that over
here?" called Bev from the dining room.
"' rather indefinite, my dear, but you may be
referring to the decorations your dad is bringing
home," muttered the mother rather inarticulately,
as, with her mouth full of tacks, :::,he deftly arranged bits of holly hither and yon.
·'Ugh'. What a relief," sighed .\Ir. Edwards a
he entered the busy household and relieved himself of his various sized bundles, "If anyone hould
ask for my private opinion I'd say this ,vas a
helluva time for guests. And then to go to all thi ·
stewin' and frettin' for a snip of a girl-and asking a man to make a sap out of himself selecting
'bood-wor' pillows-all frills and fluffs-Hmph !"
grumbled the supposed head of the family as he
proceeded to settle himself for a good snooze by
the fireplace .
" ever mind bout expressing such foolish opinions, but hie yourself out of that easy chair, snatch
a hammer and make yourself useful. .\Iy lan'so me folks think-l\1amie ! Where' , that young
one? And Billy, run over to Mrs. Rhodes' and
borrow her vacuum cleaner, and mind you tell
her we'll be ever ·so careful and won't let Dicky
cut the cord like he did bcfore,-Can you feature
it? Eight o'clock! And what with all the odds and
ends and last minute tasks-Oh me-"and the industrious but fatigued woman mumbled incoherently as he shooed the younger hoodlums off to
bed, to dream of sugar plums and a rosy cheeked
jolly little old man.
P art Two

"There! Nmv-let me see-There mu t be
·omething else-I can't believe it's all done.
.\Iamie you watch Babe and do keep him awar
from Miss Peggy if he gets fus y. Dicky, your
hair is parted wrong-Billy, you 'll'Ould put your
shoe on the wrong feet-Dad. \\'hat have I told
you about forever and eternally keeping your
hands in your pockets~ Such a man, such a man ."
''O ,,,ell, can't a man feel at home once in a-''
' Beverly, do run up and get my brooch-you
know the Oriental thing~ That' a good girl."
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Thus l\1rs. Edwards inspected and corrected
each one of her tribe as she lined them up to
greet the honored guest. A family to be proud
of indeed! But what a hurry and scurry there had
been! She beamed on them as they stood there all
scrubbed and polished till it seemed as if each had
tried to outshine the other.
Brrrrrrr !
The doorbell again!
Beaming radiantly Mrs. Ed wards rushed to
the door to welcome Peggy.
A strangled gasp-silence-an expectant family-In walked mother with Peggy.
But what a Peggy!
A tiny, squirming, furry bundle delivered on a
lace pillow by a much liveried chauffer with a
strict admonition to-"warm her milk, ma'am,
before each feeding."
Careless Clara! Again her thoughtlessness had
upset a family and nearly estranged every member in it.
Why, Oh Why! had she not notified them that
"Peggy" was her Pekinese?

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
By

AMY LAWSON

No visitor ever left the prosperous town of
Bellview without being shown the· home of its
wealthiest citizen, Mr. Latimore.
Besides being the wealthiest man m Bellview,
Mr. Latimore was owner of its largest factory. He
was an elderly gentleman. In some ways Fortune
had been hard on him.

His two children, a boy

and a girl, were both taken from him when they
were very young. His wife also died, leaving him
alone except for the servants.
This misfortune had a lasting effect on Mr. Latimore's life.

Once he was considered the most

generous man in Bellview, but now his only interests were his factory and his ·home which he
kept in honor of his wife.

The twenty-fifth of

December meant no more to Mr. Latimore than
did any other date.

Among the workers in \1r. Latimore's factory
was a poor man named Bill _1agarian. He had
ei ght children to care for. The Magarians lived
in a little house in the poorest part of the town.
Although the house was not painted on the outside nor plastered in the inside, it was a happy
home.
For many weeks Bill and his wife had been sa ving every cent in order to buy a small gift for each
of the children.
At last Christmas Eve came. The children
had found some branches of a pine tree which they
tied together to make a tree. As they could not
afford to buy tinsel and candles, they made some
trimming out of paper and decorated the tree.
That night all the little Magarians went to bed
hoping that Santa Clause would not forget them.
Their hopes were realized, for the next morning
each one found a gift near his pillow.
The whole Magarian family v~as in the living
room singing songs and playing around the little
tree. They were interrupted by a knock at the
door. Bill, who answered the knock, was surprised to see Mr. Latimore, his boss, standing
there holding a letter in his hand. Although Bill
was bewildered, he did not forget his manners
and asked Mr. Latimore to come in. He accepted, and soon was being entertained by the children. They showed him the little paper decorated
tree and their few toys. As Mr. Latimore watched these happy children he realized that there was
something lacking in his life.
After speaking a little while with Mr. Magarian
:Mr. Latimore left. In the afternoon a car drove
up to the Magarian home. A man brought in a
large box which was found to contain everything
necessary for a nice Christmas meal and also
many toys and some clothes for the children. In
the bottom of the box was found a card from Mr.
Latimore.
The Magarian family was not the only one to
receive a box that day, but many other poor
homes were visited by Mr. Latimore.
Although Mr. Latimore worked nearly all
Christmas Day he enjoyed it more than he had
enjoyed any Christmas for many years . He had
the Christmas spirit.
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Our P o ets

s a y--n

PRAYER OF THE EGYPT/AX WISEMAS

By

WANDERERS

By

ELIZABETH EASTJ\IAN

0 everlasting king of man !
Yea, thou canst not die
Whose hrine is the earth.
0 holy child of cry tal skies!
\\.ho findeth hi father in the e\'ening.
Hear me while I pray.
0. slayer of darkness!
Open wide the portals of myriad year ·.
Clothe me in light.
Divine one on the eastern stairs!
Thy name shall ever be engraved
In the cool temples that are our heart .
0 flowering lotus that blooms forever.
Thy form was as mine,
But thy spirit is God.

CHRISTMAS EVE

By

SADIE

BROWN

With weary, plodding feet, they crunch and cru h
Through ice-glazed drifts and bend against the

LILLIAX

:-.I.

YATE .

\\'e'll be \\·andcrer.s. You and I·
The wooJ ,_ m ~·11 roam. the ea we'll ply.
.\mong the mountains, ,·ale and hills
Into the wood-land.., we '11 trod \Yith tirele · · feet,
:"\othing shall top us, barrier \\,e 11 meet.
\\'e'll learn the creatures, large and small.
K.nm,· their language, u::,e their call.
Into the valleys, we '11 find a nook.
Then we'll rest beside a brook.
l ~p the mountain high and steep,
[n a cave we'll fall asleep.
Down the river in a make-shift boat,
We'll watch the skies and idly float,
\\'e'll leave behind the cities wild.
,\nd take our cour e, each as a child.
\Ve'll never crave for the modern days.
We'll throw them aside for the syl\'an ,vay
Over the world \ve'll travel slow.
Enjoying life as we go.
Together we '11 trail the dusty road,
Burdened not with a heavy load.
Hearts carefree and full of joy,
Ju:;t a happy girl and boy.
Hand in hand we'll tread the way.
\\'aiting for the Judgment Day.
,\nd when its time for us to die.
\\'e'll still be \\'anderers, You and I.

wind.
The ·wirling, blood-stained, dust-like

carf

of

snow
Around their shivering legs at every step
Fantastically whirl and fade away.
Fa t freezing drops plash faces dimly seen
By winter half-light.

Floating floe of ice

On wooden oars and boat-sides dully grate.
Again the tired march; it seems the wind
I biting sapping all their life away.
But now their ear catch lilting music train
. nd mirthful ound borne on frost-laden air.
They gather all their strength for one la t blow:
They stealthily surprise the carele s guard,
Astonished hails they hear on every side;
Revenge is sweet; their rest, well earned they take
In peace they sleep at last on Christma night.

COLLEGIATE CHRISTMAS CAROL
By BOOTS LUCIUS
\\ 'e're home from College
To forget our knowledge
To · pend our time in play
\\'ith sheiks and shebas, hip hoo ray'.
\\'e'll forget our books and classes
.\nd teacher with horn-rimmed glas ·es
Our Ford will run from morn till nite
Down the drag and all familiar ites
.\nd I'm ure you'll all agree
That at the "Fort" our Ford you'll see .
But ala · and oh!
A · you've heard before,
.\11 thing must come to an end
So we pack our trunks and return again
To meet our teachers with horned-rimmed glasse:
,\nd books. and themes and hateful old classes.
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THANK GOD FOR CIVILIZATIOA'

By

~ 'IARELLE DENHA:\I

I would never accuse Captain Colter of being
a cynic; he loved his fellowman too much. But
there were certain subjects which ah,,ays aroused
a certain amount of cynicism within him.
We were sitting around a big log fire on Christmas Eve several years ago-Captain Colter, Aunt
Mamie, Father 1allory, and myself. After a
brief silence Aunt Mamie turned to Father Mallory:
"What do you think of in connection with
Christmas time, Father Mallory?"
"Why, I think of the Babe that was born to be
the Saviour of the World," returned Father 1allory.
"For what purpose is this earth and its race?
Will civilization ever reach a stage that will satisfy that purpose?"
"That reminds me," spoke up Captain Colter
for the first time that evening, and a little smile
crossed his features.
We all waited expectantly for him to go on,
for his reminiscences of a colorful past were always interesting as well as thought-provoking.
"One day at twilight five years ago I was sitting on the beach of a tiny island in the South
Pacific, staring at the wide expanse of turbulent
water," he began, his eyes following the dancing
flames of the fire. "Now and then I could distinguish on the crests of those green waves bits
of timber which had once been in the hull of the
'Good Fortune.'
"I was not thinking of the wreck, for the crew
had escaped in a lifeboat when the 'Good Fortune' had been disabled by one of those storms
of the South Pacific that so quickly subside. Having been stunned by a falling spar, I was lying unconscious on the deck and so was left behind.
" either was I "thinking of my own condition,
for it seemed almost certain that one of the fruit
steamers that ply between the Samoas and South
America would rescue me within a few weeks.
In fact I guessed that I was not more than twenty or twenty-five miles from one of the inhabited
islands.
"The truth of the matter is that I wasn't thinking at all; I was merely feeling the wildness and
!onliness of nature.
"I arose from the beach and started for the in-

terior of the island. There was an abundance of
fruit so food occasioned me no worry. Enough
driftwood and bark was available to erect a rude
shelter.
··Several days passed and I had happened upon
a novel occupation, that of collecting shells and
prettily-colored pebbles.. I spent much time pacing the beach in search of them.
"But as a week and then two weeks went by I
began to feel a longing for human society and the
comforts of civilization. (You'll recall that it was
a year before I was finally rescued.) And I lost
interest in my shell collecting.
"I acquired the habit of sitting on the beach
all day watching for a smokestack or sail. One
day while sitting thus, after about two months of
the life of a shipwrecked mariner, I spied an object rocking on the waves. Quickly shedding my
clothes I started swimming towards it and as I
drew nearer discovered it was a box. I decided
I could use the _wood and therefore continued to
it. I grasped the box by the top, pulled it over,
and peered in. There on the bottom, glistening
with dried salt, was an old newspaper, still readable.
"A deep thrill went through me, such as only
a man in my plight could understand. When I
reached shore, I grasped eagerly, yet carefully,
the ragged old paper. Before reading, however,
I raised my head to glance around. rhe rosy
sun, shining on the leaves of the palms and the
sandy beach, was making a glittering chimera of
the little island and surrounding waters.
"Yet the beauty of the scene did not impress
me; I was thinking of things many miles away.
"Thank God for civilization l" I muttered and
rested my glance on a few of the most prominent
headlines.
These met my gaze:
"LONE BA DIT ESCAPES
AFTER 5000 DOLLAR
BANK ROBBERY HERE
I SPECTOR CHARGES FRAUD IN
POSTAL DEPARTMENT
HUSBAND ACQUITTED
OF MURDERING WIFE
AND TWO CHILDREN"
Captain Colter paused. The cynical little smile
came back to his face.
"I turned and strode back to my hut to continue
my shell and pebble collecting," he said.
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ESSAYS
ENGLISHr

FOR WHAT QUALITIES ARE OUR .JIODER1\ YOUNG PEOPLE SEARCHING IN

B \'

A LIFE MATE?

By .J\IAR y

ALICE SOMERVILLE

Have you ever looked deep into the hearts that
beat in that ''jazz-mad," "hell-bent" younger generation we hear so much about of late? Oh yes,
you know all about their bold, new philosophy,
but their hearts-they aren't discussed much. As
a matter of fact they have been too well garrisoned from the world's taunts by a hard sophistication.
It was after thinking over these things that one
high school teacher decided to try an experiment
on her own representative group of American boys
and girls.
She asked each girl to describe truthfully and
frankly her ideal boy, and each boy his idea l
girl, assuring them that no one except herself
would ever see the papers. The next day, after
having received the unanimous consent of her students, she read the essays to the class, without
disclosing the writers' names.
This reading proved to be quite a revelation.
The healthy, normal attitude which the students
showed toward the experiment and toward the
question itself encouraged their teacher a great.
deal and led her to hope that it might be some
small help toward solving our present important
problem of creating a better understanding amon!!
young people themselves and also between the
younger and older generations.
These papers proved that, at least in that typical group, those ·old century enduring virtu~-;
which form the very foundation and framework
of our civilized world are not being torn down,
but are merely being reconstructed along modern
lines, though there may be many mistakes in
these new structures because of ignorance or misconception of balance and proportion.
The qualities which the girls considered first
in their ideal boy were cleanness, courage, courtesy and a general healthy, manly appearance. To
this list some girls added fair play, love of sports
and the out-of-doors, culture, unselfishness. religion, loyalty, a good disposition, thrift and other
virtues. Only one or two described the physical

THO::\IAS ADAMS

:\le no speka da English language. Do you
speak English ''Yes,'' you say, ''I speak plain
English .'' But you don't, I in ist. Over half the
vrnrds you speak are modern every-day slang.You
don't realize it because it has crept into your system so gradually that you have not noticed it.
As an example of this slang, \Vhich you probably do not even recognize because you use it so
much is this.
A student who lives in France all his life, but
who takes English for four years and is considered a good speaker of the English language,
comes over to America to see that land across the
waters of which he has heard so much .
He gets off the boat and starts toward the cu stoms house . \:Vhile waiting he asks an America n
gentleman the time. ''Sir could you inform me of
the correct time:" he says, expecting an answer
like this : ''Yes, I can inform you of the correct
time . It is thirty minutes after nine." But here is
the answer he receives. "Sure thing, thirty after
nine.'' He· cannot make it out, so decides on
another question. Finally he says, "Are we in the
harbor of New York?" Instead of getting the reply, "Yes we are in the harbor of f\e\Y York," he
receives the abrupt answer "you bet."
Upon arriving at the hotel he sits down and
\,·rites his brother-''! thought I learned the Engli sh language at school, but I find to my dissatisfaction that I do not speak English as "she 1s
'.·poken ."
Therefore I will learn the English
language while touring America. although it will
be much harder than I expected.
characteristics in detail. None had as her ideal,
a boy who carries a hip-flask or goes on all night
rides .
1Iost of the boys desired the old-fashioned
girl modernized. Almost every boy held as his
ideal the feminine, modest type of girl, fairly
good-looking. Few objected to make-up used i11
moderation, or to bobbed hair and medium
hort skirts. A joyous disposition, poise, dignity,
love of the out-of-doors and sports, and good
housewifery were also mentioned.
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"A Treep to Senny Cluzz"
By

ELIZABETH

Mrs. Feitlebaum and ~Irs. Yifnif take Isadore
and Bennie by Senny Cluzz at de depottamint
stur.
lrs. Feitlebaum, "And so I sez to her, I sez
well, I sez, if you tink wot I care dat woman tink
from me-yi, yi, yi, yi, yi, is nottings but a blitch
blound. I bet she got dat poiminent carrying
washbaskets arount on her head. I sez Gerradahere queek odder I shake de rooge wit de powder
from de doidy faze I sez."
Mrs. Yifnif, "Ats tellin her, Ylr . Feitlebaum."
Mrs. Feitlebaum: "So Isadore (smak)
deedn't I told you to kip out from onder da buttomubbels and mutter cars." Yi Yi Yi.
Mrs. Yifnif: "Bennie! I'm here mudder give
you a bow de noze." Scotchy code wot dot child
has got wot they aint got in de whole Americamine waister enemies shouldn't had it.
Mrs. Feitlebaum, Should we go by Kleins, Mrs.
Yifnif?
Mrs. Yifnif: "Oh weh ! wit all de Senny
Cluzzes to chews from, we had better go by
Kleins, I guess." Momma, I wadda niggel do buy
me a dize-creab dode, momma.
Mrs. Yifnif, Smak ! Sharrap.
(Enter department store) i\,Irs. Feitlebaum:
"Scotchy time, wot we had lest nite-de hull
krout ! Yi Yi was a wooden wadding by 1rs.
Klepners in de Brunx. I_'m sown:y wot you
couldn't was."
Mrs. Yifnif, yes ain't it, let's go by de elewater.
Ben-nee! ! Come by mommo.
(Elevator man) Fourth Flowah ! !
Bennie, Wah ! leggo, I do wadda ged off! I
wadda ride ! Wah! Santa Cluzz owwww ! Well,
kin ya beat dat fer a noive ! Wow! dis is gettin to
be a swell racket. Hey! wots de idea? Leggo my
whiskers, darn ya ow!
l\1rs. Feitlebaum,
darling.

'''Well, deres de sanny cluzz

Santa Claus, well kids, wadda yez want me to
bring yuh fur Christmas, hey?

EA

TMAN

Isador,
"I wanna lekrik- train anna bulldug,
anna lollypop, anna tool chest anna shotgum.
Bennie, "I wadda vire injun, anna a wagar
anna pony."
:M rs. Yifnif: "An so she comes app to me und
she sez."
Santa Claus-Well, well izzat so!
i\lrs. Yifnif, fordemore. I told her, so I sad boys
will be boisterous uncl goils will be goilsterous, yi
yi yi yi. But she was erregated ! .
Santa Claus: "And was yez both good boys?'
Isador: "I was but Bennie werent. He trew
spitzballs on Esther Goldborg and funny peetchchers he makes on titchers."
Bennie: Wah He godda "D" onizz reputt cod
annee wouldn't took it home.
Santa Claus, Hey! !Leggo my whiskers, biast
ye.
Isador:
Bennie:
wah!

Baw !
And I godda ged grizbus bresuds,

Mrs. Yifnif and Mrs. Feitlebaum:
system! !"

'·Is diss a

SUNSET CLOUDS

By

SADIE BROWN

I saw a golden robe spread careless in the West,
Its far-flung, cloud-:barred, shadow-fringed folds
swept round,
Its rippled glory softly lit the dark, blue sky,
And shone reflected in the silver lake below.
The somber pines against its radiant sheen
Held haughty, green-crowned heads with an imperial state,
The oaks swayed gently, gleaming leaves flashed
rays of light,
And swinging, feathery draperies drooped to the
ground.
The sun went slowly through his western chamber door
His royal robes trailed lightly on the threshold
low.
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CINEMATOGRAPH
'KEEPING UP YITH THE STARS
By YLVIA BER::-.IAl\

SCREEN SI DELIGHTS

By

SYLVIA

BER::-.IA:>.

Anita Page has attained the ripe age of seventeen.
Loretta Young is fifteen.
Sue Carol is twenty years old, five feet five, and
her real name is Evelyn Lederer.
Jackie Coogan is planning to enter vaudeville.
you'll probably see him dancing the \"arsity Drag.
I can name a star with a tail, you bet-RinTin-Tin .
John Darrow played in the "High
chool
Hero."
Cary Cooper is not engaged.
Richard Arlen won a lieutenants commission in
the Royal Flying Corps.
Lupe Velez is nineteen. Lupe was a baby
Wampas Star of '28.
Bebe Daniels has an Irish wire-haired terrier
whose name is Snoopy Horse Daniels.

Every month a fan mail popularity contest 1:
sponsored b> the movie producer ' . Since Clara
Bow has brought the "Fleet In' safely he also
lands first in fan mail popularity this month. You
can always bet on Clara. \Ye can't keep Buddy
Rogers out of sight-he i alway - bobbing up
quite irrepressible like ''Just 1\,i;enty-one'' always
I .

Dolores Costello is another "steady'' in the
mail bag. \Ve wonder what "Redeeming Sin"
i , necessary to deliver this lovely blonde. The
fans certainly fall for the e strong, ma terful men
of the steppe and mountains. • rils Asther will
soon be seen in a Balkan entanglement. Our
mail bag puffs with queries anent the spritely
Sue Carol. Her next picture "Captain Swagger,"

NOAH'S ARK
By

WHAT'

YOUNG

POETS

Ml/ ST

TRAIN

THEMSELVES TO DO

By•

EvELY:\" KEE:\"E

Art critics look for poems in keeping with the
past. The general opinion seems to be that current poetry lacks significance; that v.·ith fe\'V exceptions, it has fallen flat.
An anonymous poet writes, "If America wants
poetry, she must reward poets in the same manner
as she rewards the workers in other fields of art."
Poets are not like those of yesterday. Their
poems have nothing behind them. They are
merely words rhyming with an idea vaguely attached. There are few poets worthy today who
are able to make their living solely by the practice of his art.
In a way the fault lies in the fault and attitude
of editors and publishers.
High school studenL
must put more thoughtful work in deeper trenches
so that they may later place poets in higher rocks
of arts .
True, practically no anthologist pay authors
for poetry they use. They take their material
from magazines and newspapers which for the
larger part pay nothing when accepting a poem
for publication.

EVELYN KEEJ\'E

.>Jeither Jove nor Jehovah have hurled so many
thunderbolts as director :\Iichael Cuniz. Onh<livine interference has saved the film-story from
foundering in a flood of impossibility. The continuity lacks clarity, a chain of circumstances connecting the ancient with the modern sequence:-.,
and is conspicuous in its missing links.
The most applauding characterization is that of
Cwynn William . The voices of Koah Beery anJ
Ceorge O'Brien vitaphone best. Dolores Costellu
is mo t exquisite . The more of Louise Fazendathe better for the picture.
Students, this is just the problem that has been
placed in our hands. \Ye mu t strive to place
poetry on higher standards. Make the editor
and publishers want them. Poetry has already
been recognized as essential to Literature. Editors only see that old poetry cla ·sifie - as to thar.
·'Poems must become more Classical than those
that have been produced in the la t t\'.'enty
years." They are only blatant, ' illy and bizarre ..
"They must be more original," write an editor
of a literary magazine.
Bryon and Scott made large sums for their publisher . Their work was original. Train yourself now to be the same .
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Ten Years From No-w
By
ote:

ALICE MANN

This is a prophecy which was written m
one of the English classes.

"Hello, is this ~Irs. Price?" "Haven't you the
slightest idea who this is:" "Yes." ">Jo." "\Veil
_1iss Reppard, I didn't ever expect for you to
forget me, your old buddy."
"Is this Frances Harris?" "I haven't heard
your voice in so long, but I would know your
laugh anywhere. What are you doing in New
York? Tell me where you are and I'll come right
down after you, I can't wait to talk over old time .
At the Keystone Hotel, <lid you say? All rightie,
I'll be right down.

Lapse of Time
Alice rushes into the lobby of the hotel and
Frances is there to meet her.
"Well Shortie, you haven't grown an inch, just
as short and cute as ever. Come on and lets go
out to the house and we can talk over old times.''
"Alice, whom do you think I saw in the lobby?
Mary Louise Anderson. She is now editor of the
ew York Times and has kept up with a few of
our good ole buddies in tlr. Chambliss'es English class through correspondence. She has lost
track of quite a few of them but told me about
those that live here in ew York and a few others.
She said she guessed that Edward Fishback would
always be a woman-hater. He made just gobs of
money in the " on Running Hosiery" business
and has now retired."
"Voncille Lewis is with the R.ingling Circus, and
has become famous for the endurance test."
"Stanley Bumby is still way down in Orlando
with a wife and five children, and she thought
that he would always be there."
"Alice, you remember how tall and slender Red
Carruthers use to be? Honest, you wouldn't ever
recognize him. He actually weighs 285 pounds
I saw him at the Plaza Theatre last night and I
wouldn't have known him if he hadn't of nearly
knocked me down. I stopped and talked to him
for nearly a half hour and in that little time he
didn't give me a minutes chance to talk; he seems
to be very muchly in love with the famous dancer,

' herly Von Kitesly; they expect to get married in
June.
'Let me hurry on for I have so much to tell
you."
"Jane \'easey and Louise Thompson are running a darling tea room in Achville, . C.
"Frances Riddly and Aura Routh have gone to
Hollywood. They wrote to Mary Louise last
week that they were quite sure of getting positions in the movies."
''Helen Provoe married the day after we graduated, and believe it or not, she has been married
three times since. She is now in Kentucky running a Paris Dress Shoppe."
'·Felix Ellett, who felt his importance so greatly during our Senior year is football manager for
three states, Georgia, South Carolina, and North
Carolina. Something new, my dear, since we were
in school."
"Here we are at home 'Shortie,' after you have
dressed for dinner we will continue our conversation.

NIGHT!

By

FLORENCE SEIBERT

The night is dark and cold without;
Only goblins and witches are about.
Woe betide him who must wander
On such a drearsome night through yonder
Deep and gloomy den
Where myriads of goblins await to snare
The poor unfortunate, who all unaware
Traces his footsteps through the night
To find some bright and cheering light,
And stumbles into their domain.
But hark! What is that tapping on the moor?
He calls.
o answer. It comes once more .
'Tis the tapping of a palsied hand,
One of the members of the goblin band
That rules the glen.
There is a cry and then a shout,
The traveller's flickering light goes out
One more is added to the elfin band
That haunts all this forsaken land
About the glen.
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A MEMORY THAT OUTLIVES

LIFE IS SAD

THE CENTURIES

A Tragedy

By

By

ELIZABETH EAST:\1,-\::-.;

JEA. NE CARTER

In a little Quaker Cemetery in Camden, South
Carolina, will be found one of the most interesting places of history in the \var for American Independence. This is so very small to contain
such a lovely memory, for embodied in the inscription upon this little stone is the memory of
a little Scotch Lassie. Her resting place has long
since worn level with the ground and is covered
,vith matted myrtle and low hanging vines anJ
boughs, making a fitting sepulcher for a broken
heart.
A brave young soldier, to vvhom she had given
her heart, had embarked with the British Army
for the American War. Tidings from her betrothed came seldom and finally ceased. This the
brave hearted girl could not endure, so \Vithout
the knowledge or consent of her parents, she set
out to find him. She took passaoe
o in a sailinovessel that after weathering many storms, brought
her safely over.
Here her troubles had just begun. The British
were encamped all along the Atlantic Coast and
his command was unkown to her. A second
Evangeline, she wandered until almost in despair
from fatigue and disappointment, she learned that
her lover was with General Rawdon and Lord
Cornwallis at Camden. Friendly Indians brought
her up the winding waters of the Wateree River
m a canoe.
\Vith hopes renewed, she rushed to headquarters calling her Lover's name. She was ' Uddenly
shocked by the discharge of a ).lilitarv salute.
Thrilled yet horrified, she inquired of a guard the
meaning of this. He uncouthly informed her of
her lover's death, pointing to a newly made grave.
which a few minutes before had received military
honors.
·
The curtain soon fell upon this tragedy. A
slow fever now seized her shattered frame.
o
longer spurred by the undying hope, her spirit
was free to jojin her Gabriel in the land where
partings a re not.
Lord Cornwallis, touched with pity, had her
laid to rest near his entrenchment, beside her lover. By his command a little memorial was erected. This inscription, carved on rough stone with
~

''I'm so sorry.'' said ~Iillicent Smith. "But
really \\'ilburforce, I ne\·er dreamed you felt
like that. Really, I'd be only too charmed to be
a sister to you and all that but, \Veil-I don't love
you, that's all."
\Vilburforce Chetwynd Pill clutched at his
heart, grew pale, and striding toward the door he
cried ''I go--never to return-but I hall come
back!" And he disappeared into the darkness.
Reaching his room, he locked Lhe door and
threw himself upon the bed. "It cannot was!" he
sobbed. ''I loved her so-but she \Vas not worth
it-all women are fickle-I must forget.''
Clutching his hair in his hands he strode up
and down the room. "\Ve could have been so
happy together-oh, Millicent! ~ Iillicen t ! I cannot live without you!"
Suddenly a dark look spread over his face an 1
:,topped in the middle.
"I see," be cried. "It would be of no use-but
I'll show her yet! I'll make her sorry! \\,_hen she
sees me lying lifeless at her feet-me, who but for
her would have reached the height of successwith her as inspiration I would have made the
name of Pill a byword in the American home. But
alas! It is not for me. ~Iy day is done. She will
be sorry \vhen she sees my prostrate form at her
feet.
With beads of S\Veat upon his brow, Wilburforce Chetwynd Pill dashed into the bathroom.
''r\h, l\Iillicent," he breathed, "You will see me for
the last time tonight."
Opening the medicine cabinet he selected a
small bottle of Carbolic acid. \Vith a look of determination-no, desparation on his face, he
grasped the precious vial in his hand and rushing
down the stair two steps at a time, he tripped
over his sister's kiddycar and broke his neck.
Life is sad.

a broken bayonet, tells all she revealed:
"Here lies the body of Agnes of Glasgow
Who departed.this life Feb. 12, 1780.
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Age 20."

A Shakespearean Sha~e,ub
By

SADIE BROWN

ote: Completed by filling the blanks with
titles of Shakespeare's plays. How many titles
can you guess without consulting the "key" which
is found on page 30.
Two great ladies (2) " - - - - - - - - "
used to stroll about the city of (3) " - - - - - "
in the evenings. They were often escorted by ( 4)
" - - - - - - - - - - " on these promenades.
On the (5) " - - - - - - - - " a storm
overtook them. Finding the way home through
(6) " - - - - - - - - - " was certainly (7)
1

This has seemed like (20) " - - - - - - - ' '
to me, murmured the trembling girl confusedly.

\Ye owe you our lives and some day we will
repay you (21) ' - - - - - - - - - - ' , her
handsome suitor was gratefully assuring them.
"Well, (22) ' - - - - - - - - - - ' ", philosophised the Scotch soldier, but you could see
that he was wishing that there had been a bloody
battle.
They all thankfully hurried home congratulating themselves on being well out of a bad mess.

""---------"
Then by the glare of the lightening they saw
two young Italian lovers (8) " - - - - - - - "
who were being assailed by a moor named (9)
" - - - - - - - - - - - - " and a few from
their own country (10) " - - - - - - - - - "
These two rascals were holding them up. But
the girl shrieked for help. One of the robbers
clapped a hand over the mouth of the helpless
sigorina and said:
( 11) " - - - - - - - - - " wouldn't be any
calamity."
But her cries brought to her aid ( 12) " - - - - - - - - - - - " , a Scotch soldier; (13)
" - - - - - - - - - " , a Greek recluse; ( 14)
" - - - - - - - - - - " , a Danish prince; a
Trojan couple, (15) " - - - - - - - - - - "
and a pair who later became estranged, (23)
" - - - - - - - - - - - - - . " Really there
couldn't have been more fuss made if (16)
" - - - - - - - - - - - " had been carrying
his eagles into the city.
But (4) " - - - - - - - - - - - " had already rushed to the rescue.
"Let that woman go," they shouted.
" ( 17) " - - - - - - - - " replied one of
the theives in a courteous tone. And followed
by his companion he beat it.
"Well, that was surely (18) " - - - - - - "
exclaimed the soldier in a slightly disappointed
voice as he arrived on the scene a little ahead of
the others.
(19) " - - - - - - - - - - - - " , said the
two ladies sentimentally.

FOREVER

By

ESTHER PEFFER

The cynic may sit on his seat of scorn,
And laugh at the laboring world,
And his laughter be echoed in the mind of the
fool,
And from shallow and shadow be hurled.
'Tis the laughter of ignorance, folly and fear,
A hollow knell that is tolled; ;
'Tis the mocking of Death in a withered seat
In a sepulchre moldy and old.
For the cynic forgets that the heart of the world,
'Neath its surfac~ of mad, mirthless glee,
Is the heart of a giant, quick-pulsing and strong,
Is the heart of humanity.
And the scorner knows naught of the realness of
life,
Nor cares for its beauty and love .
He does not see each frail, lovely bud,
1 or the deep of the blue arch above.
So the world rolls along with its joys and its cares,
\Vith its pleasure, its passion, its pain;
And some men fight on and come out at the goal
And some men fight on without gain,
While the heart of the world beats steadily on
\Vith its rime of, "forever-forever."
But the cry on the scorner mocks back through
his heart
For his sneer of" ever, 0, never."
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Thinking Aloud by the Editor
LAS MEMORIAS
Las Memorias, The Memories, ah! how we all will look back on these happy days of our school
career the memories of those joyful hours will appear as the dearest treasures we possess. But our
memories aren't big, they are only small little things .
The happenings of the term are all brought out in the year book which is published through the
efforts of the Senior Class. The Annual presents to the students the memories which they will later
treasure and cherish. It is a treasure chest more valuable than jewels.
But the Annual is not a Senior proposition. It is not merely something which custom has forced
upon the members of the Senior Class. It is not even a wealth which only members of the graduating class can obtain. It is a school project!
The Senior will want the Annual because it contains their activities in high school. The Juniors
will want the Annual because it will contain recollections of those happy Junior days and pictures of
their Senior classmates. The Sophomores will want the Annual because to them it will recall those
green days, when everything seemed complex.
It is up to you, and me to support the Annual staff. It's a fine one and we wish it success in
making the 1929 Las Memorias the best 0. H. S. has ever seen. The first way ,ve can support it is
to SUBSCRIBE. Let's do it NOW.
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THE DADS CLUB
Dads of us kids are at last taking an interest in the athletic act1vltles of their children. And we
are surely glad . Orlando is certainly a big enough town to have an athletic field upon which the
high school students can practice their athletics U .1. 10LESTED.
The Fa the rs are now organizing and are getting results.
It only needed . a little co-operation
from those who are responsible for us to see through our difficulties. The Dads Club should be composed of every father of every child in 0. H. S. My Dad belongs, does yours?
Isn't he interested enough or is it because you never have asked him? I'll bet it's the latter reason.
Why not go home and ask your father to join the Dads Club and help you make yourself physically
able. He'll be glad to, when he realizes that the purpose of the organization is to eq:uip the students
with better athletic facilities. Have a try at it, ask him .

MERRY CH RISTMAS
The Staff of Tiger Tales ta_kes this opportunity to wish the entire school family a Very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Eddie' s~torial ·Exclamations
By

EDWARDS. MoKRAY

Florida: A place where people spend their time
predicting a "wonderful season."
Robert Quillen's idea of education: Forcing
the bright ones to mark time until the dumb ones
finally get the idea.
Subhead on the woman's page m the Denver
Post:
Flapper Says Sh~ Gets
Kick Out of Dancing
Especially when Charlestoning, eh?

A r1
~<it-

~

You
can't
smother a skunk

with

a powder

puff, and neither
can you please your sweetie with a $1.98 Christmas present.
.. ·J< -

_

_.____

I t is the one that does things who is attacked.
o fault can be found in an idler.
"All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy."
Then does all play and no work make him bright?
"All the world's a stage." And as actors, many
of us are flops .

Americanism: Writing, editing, and distributing filthy books and magazines to the younger
generation; criticizing Youth for reading such
stuff.

"X Y Z," m a
communication to
me, says his idea
of a hypocrite is a

·-

.__~:.__-• -

student who comes to school with a smile on his
face!
An old fashioned person is one who sends a
necktie for a Christmas present, while a "sheik"
is that slick fellow who is used to going bareheaded that when he does wear a hat, he fails to
lift it when he meets a girl.
Do your Christmas shopping early.
more days left !

Only 375

Today's greatest tragedy: Harold Lloyd completes a picture and then discovers he forgot to
wear his glasses!
A hick town is a place where the only time you
can dress up, without prompting sarcasm, 1s on
Sunday.
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Personalitie s
Mrns Lois

BtTRKE

0. H. S. \'vithout Miss Burke \'rnulcl be like apple pie without cheese-you
know, like a kiss without a squeeze.
\Yhere would the teams be if it ,veren ·t for her~
First we must remember that j\liss Burke vrns sponsor last year to that \'Cry
exclusive honorary society, Omicron Eta Sigma. :\Inch credit is clue 1Iiss
Burke for her efforts in securing this chapter for 0. H. S.
:\Ii s Burke was sponsor of the Boo ter's Club in '27 and had coached the
cheer leaders ever since her arrival in '27.
For two years she has been the annual ponsor and is senior class spon ·or
this year. She is also adviser to the chairman of one of the committees in the
Girl Reserves .
RANDOLPH CARRUTHERS

."Yea team! Yea team!
Fight 'em, fight 'em, fight 'em!"
Heres the boy who gets in back of the Tigers and pushes them on to victory
if anyone ever did .
Everyone will agree that in the two years "Red" has been cheerleader, he ha ~
been one of which 0. H. S. may justly b proud of.
Besides this, Red is secretary of the senior class. and held the ame office in
the junior class in '28 . He, is also president of the Seminole Players.
"Turn about is fair play," so lets all join in with fifteen long ones for "Red.''
j\fas.

ELMA

M.

SMITH

If Mrs. Smith didn't do another thing but take charge of the school fund,
(which she has done for two years) she would have easily merited a place on
this page. It has been said that that job i- harded than teaching school(The teachers will understand this.)
Besides this, ?\Irs. Smith is adviser to the chairman of one of the Girl Reserve committees and is sponsor to the Commercial Club-and this is only he third year at 0. H . S.
Keep on with the good work, dear teacher; ,ve're with you 100%.
B~SSIE JOHNSON

Bessie-the girl with the million dollar smile! All she has to do is look at
you out of those big brown eyes and you'r~ her slave for l.ife.
Bessie was president of her home room over in Junior High and kept right
on being some kind of anofficer after she arrived at senior high.
She was treasurer of the sophomore class last year and is president of her
home room this year.
The different organizations of which she has been a member are the
Tune) '28 and the Girl Reserves, of this year.
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A Word on Sports
THE DAD'S CLUB
Several Dads of the High School recently met
to form a club composed of the fathers of the students. At the first meeting only twenty dads were
present and they \,·ere to act as the nucleous for
a large organization.
After two meetings had been held a committee
was appointed to interest all of the fathers in the
new club. The committee presented each student
with a paper explaining the purposes of the organization.
The principle purpose of the newly organized
club is to aid in the progressing of athletics at
the high school. The fathers feel the need of
more and better facilities for all of the athletic
teams and are endeavoring to support them in
every way possible.
Already the work of the new organization has
been evidenced in their securing a place at which
the basketball teams might practice. The School
authorities gladly consented to aid the basketball
team and they now can practice at the Memorial
High School Gym and at the Coliseum.
Arrangements are now being worked on to make
the lot across from the Senior High suitable for
baseball practice. The fathers have gone so far
as to volunteer to spend a day with their child in
leveling and making the sand lot suitable for
practice.

ANOTHER LEADER

By T. 0.

ADAMS

W. H. Spires alias "Doc" Spires was elected
Thursday morning, December 13, to pilot the
Tiger football machine of '29-'30.
"Doc" received fifteen of the twenty-one votes
cast for captain. Only letter men of the squad
were eligible to vote .
Of the twenty votes, Cal Langston, half-back,
received five votes for the position of Alternate
Captain. This is a new thing for the Orlando
Tigers who have heretofore only elected a Captain.
Football fans will remember "Doc" Spires for
the brilliant playing in position of Guard last
year. This year Spires was shifted to center for
the lack of some one to play that position.

ALL-STATERS
Well, the Tigers did it again. Senior High
School has placed several members of the football squad on the All-State team. >,;o official
team is ever selected but the leading sport writers of Florida act as the authorities and their
selections are considered the most official.
"Abie" Long, Captain of the '28 squad was selected as the leading guard of the state and he
rightly deserves the honor. Almost every sports
writer in the state selected Abie for the role of
All-Stater.
Al Rogero, the boy who scored more than 200
yards in one contest was picked by the Tampa
paper in their all-state selection. Al received a
berth on their second squad and has well earned
his position.
The Jacksonville Times, who have selected the
teams of a dozen sport writers over the state
places Cal Langston, another of the "Two Musketeers," on the Honorable mention list.
Snyder, the man who has refereed at most of
Orlando's games gives Fred Goggins the end position on his all-state selection. Snyder is a good
judge and Fred certainly makes a good player.
BASKETBALL
Coach has called practice for those "endearing
young souls" who aspire to win their "O" in basketball. This year, with the many persons who
have turned out for practice, the Tigers should
produce a state winning quintet.
Only a few of last year's first team men are
present but these who helped make the season a
success last winter are still in the High School.
:\!lost of the second team and many of the subs
last year are with us and they are working hard
to produce a winning team.
Every afternoon they are doing their best and
the prospects point toward a very successful season. As yet they have not many games scheduled
although they expect to have a complete list soon.
While talking of the boy's team it is well to
mention the Girl's Basketball team which has
been practicing for several weeks. Miss l\IcConnell and "Shorty" Harris have high hopes for
scheduling games soon and expect to see the girls
team "~ring home the bacon 1 ' in most of their
contests.
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ALUMNI
Louise Cullum another of Senior Highs Alumni
is now kn own as Mrs. John Francis Burns, a
well knom1 young matron of Orlando.
Jim Lovelace '23 and Alice Bush '28 are living
in married bliss in their home in Orlando. Jim
has been working for the past year or so at the
A. & P Tea Company Stores.
l\Iargaret Balliet '28 who has just recently returned from a trip to l\Iiami visited the school
everal times with friends.

RuTHJEANE BELLAMY

NORTHERN LANDSCAPES

By

RuTHJEANNE BELLAMY

Veronica Burke '26 is working as stenographer
in Gentile Brothers Company.

This is the place I pictured in my heart;
The tawny hills,
The poplars tall and slim,
Just here a patch of golden-rod apart.
Tell me, dear friend,Is there more beauty?
I will turn away from it,
And be grieved no more
Remembering the oranges of Southland
The moss of oaks, the palms .
Each ferny lakeI am twice hurt that any place should be
Even half so beautiful.
And I will turn a way, lest I forsake
A plighted troth.

Dan McKeever active cheer leader and graduate of '27 is reported to be standing in the upper half of his classes at Georgia Tech .
James Godfrey '26 "made" the \'arsity Glee
Club of Dartmouth Collegs. Last year James
stood in the upper third of all his classes.
Ruth Brady '25, now Mrs. William Martin Fox
is the proud mother of a William Martin Fox, Jr.,
who has reached the ripe age of three months.
James Bailey '25 has gone in business for himself under the firm name of Florida Battery Co.

Ruthjeane Bellamy, another graduate of '28 is
at Columbia. In this issue of Tiger Tales is a
poem that won for her entrance to the staff of the
literary magazine there.
Ruth jeane won a scholarship there in a national
test.
Tommy Spencer, another '28 graduate of 0. H.
S., is captain of the Freshman football team of
Rollins and has been pledged a member of Kappa
Alpha .
Julian Howard of the class of '25, has been
pledged a member of Pi l\appa Alpha at the G .
of F .

Charlotte Bartlett '27, visited the school lately
with Mrs. Addison Craig, formerly Velma Carner, also a graduate of '27.
Mrs. R . V. Montgomerg, formerly Marjorie
Helms graduate of '26 and assistant editor of Las ·
:..1emorias of that year, is visiting her parents here
in Orlando. Her home is now in New York.
Lucile Stickle, graduate of '28 is now at f.
C. W. Among the things she professes to have
learned is how to pronounce the Greek of "~ Iy
life, I love you," found in Lord Byron's poem,
"l\1aid of Athens." Cob-i-ah- sah- sahg-ee-powl.
Well, that's something, eh what~
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Merton Austin, Artist
B,y

EDWARD

SHER1\1Al'\

Although only 19, ).lerton Austin has shown
much ability as an artist. According to him, art
will furnish him his "bread and butter" later in
life.
Merton came to Orlando high school more than
three years ago from the notoriou;:i
"Windy City," successfully evading
the hot lead spat from the sawed-off
shotguns of Chicago ·'racketeers." He
is a member of Class '27, and drew
all the illustrations in the Las Memorias published that year, besides being comic editor and cartoonist on
the Orange and White staff also at
that time.
Nlerton originated "Orange Peels,''
"Orange Ades," and the ever-famous
"Komic Kolumn" which caused the
student body to fall into hysterics each time one
of the series was published .
Austin, before coming here, drew for Lane
Technical high school "back home," and upon being graduated from 0 . H . S. accepted a position
for one year with Orlando kl orning Sentinel_,
drawing their full page society page headings and
other illustrations, besides doing commercial work
for local business organizations.

He still is active in Scouting, and has numerous
cartoons printed regularly in many amateur periodicals.

).foKRAY

senior year. He has a wonderful personality, an
extraordinary power of combining ideas ,,·ith ludicrous effect in a spontaneous manner, besides ha\·ing the placidity of a lake swan . He tries hard
to be inconspicuous, but when induced by his
friends to entertain, he accommodate.:
them, automatically becoming what
one would popularly term "the life of
the party." Jokey statements come
from him easier than i( does for water
·:o roll off a duck's back .
The University of Alabama is inleed fortunate to have his name on
their roster, as ).lerton is taking an
art course there. His ability as an
arti : - t can be well shown by the position he holds-he a freshrnan· whose
name in the masthead of the Rammer-] amrner, the university comic monthly, is
follO'vved with the title "Art Editor." Upon graduation he plans to seek employment with an engraving firm to gain practical knowledge and experience in the business world before going on
his "own hook."

"I intencl to keep in touch with the journalistic
line of art by drawing editorial cartoons, although
the temptations of general commercial art are also
tremendous," he said in regard to his future .
As almost every interviewer asks when writing
about an artist, the stereotyped question, "What
qualities should a good artist possess, in your

"At what age did you begin drawing~" I asked
him.

opinion?"

Just as if it were plucked right out of

the sky he remarked, "The ability to draw a

His jovial smile mysteriously faded from his
face, and steadily observing me curiously with his

salary !"

But "on the level," interrupting to

cross his knees with as much care as would a

dark gray eyes he seriously began, dralding like a

sweet young thing, he averred, "Brain work, abil-

Southerner with hayseek in his

ity to draw, salesmanship, the skill of figuring out

hair would,

"\Y al-11--," and stopping to shift his gaze on the

what he's going to do and how, and-Well, I

ceiling after the last strains floated away, he con-

guess that's about all.

tinued:

"My favorite

"I suppose at the time kids begin drawing pictures of teachers they dislike!"

That ,vas just

like him.

artists?

James

Montgimery

Flagg, because of his pleasing technique, makes
me envy hi mat times.

Captain Thompson, J ohn

Held, Jr., and .:--Jarman R ockwell are three others

Merton was voted the wittiest boy during his

not to be sneezed at, either."
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'Tiger 'Tic~les
J. Hallox: "11ay I have the last <lance with
you?"
Pat Bunnell: "You've just had it."

\Iiss Giltner: "Esmond I wouldn't slide down
the bannister like that if I were you."
Esmond M.: "Wouldn't you? Then show me
how you would do it."

Officer Casey: "Use your noodle young lady!
use your noodle!"
Jaunita l\,I.: "11y goodness where is it, I ve
pushed and pulled everything on the car."

The patient teacher was trying to show the
small boy hmv to read with expression "Where
are you going?" read the boy laboriously with no
accent. "Try that again," said the teacher; ·'read
as though you were talking an<l note that mark
at the end."
Johnny studied the interrogation mark a moment, and an idea seemed to dawn upon him.
Then he read triumphantly, "Where are you going little button-hook?"

_ ew student: "Could you tell me how I could
find the office?"
Edward M.: ''Sure, ask somebody."
Jewell J.: "I surely like to take these experienced girls home."
)Jfariss C.: "Why I'm no experienced girl."
J. J.: "Naw, and you ain't home yet."

Runt F. The ungrateful wretch, "I gave Peggy a dollar box of candy and she never said a
word."
Bob Crenshaw: "I don't blame her, your
sudden burst of generosity took her breath
away."

James C.:
H. Hook.:

~Iiss Hodges: "Give me the formula for that
problem, Tommy."
Tommy: "l\,Iiss Hodges, I didn't take it."

Mr. Walker: "It certainly pays to have a son
in college."
Geo. Karel: "What does?"
Mr. Walker: "Dad does.''
A little negro girl in answer to the question
"What is anatomy?" wrote the following:
"Anatomy is the human body. It is divided
into three parts, the haid, the chest and the stummich. The haid holds the brains if there is any,
the chest holds the liver and the stummich holds
the entrails and the vowels, which are a, e, 1, o,
and u."
Miss \Vood:

"Ceaser and Nector.''
"No just kissed her.''

Tiny: "Do you like Bathing Beauties?"
Mr. Townseud: "I don't know, I never
bathed one."

1

"Are you fond of tea?"
"Yes, but I like the next let-

Mr. Townsend:
ter better."

Hayden McAfee: ''Do you think that plastic surgery would improve my feature?"
B. P. H.: "No."
H. M.: "What would then?"
B. P. H.:"Blasting."

Mac Ma Carthy: "I'm glad the market's active today."
Abbie : "Whadda you care, you ain't got any
stock."
_M ac.: "But my mothers giving a party tonight and wants me to bring home some ticker
tape like they threw at Lindbergh."
Physical Examiner: " ow, let me ee your
tonsils."
Henry \Vimbish: "All right, mam, just wait
until I take off my shoes."

f'.Ir. lay: "Do you think that your son will
soon forget what he has learned in college:"
l\fr. Jones: (Walt's father): "Hope so. He
can't make a living on necking."
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Tiger Tattles
What I f - Ann Tegder "did up" her hair?
Bob Stowe went down the hall without singing
and without Florence?
Urban liked Sub Urban Homes? Why Kathryn
would too.
Wallace Cranford gave out of jokes? Burnie'd
"tare 'is hair."

\Y. K. Price: "Is she dumb?"
C. Andrews: "Is she: ,Vhy, she's so dumb
that she thinks a royal flush is a king and queen
blushing."
Edna }-.I. (dashing into the office): ·'Could I
get a premanent ?"
}-.Ir. ).fays:
"You certainly could if you went
to a beauty parlor."

Evelyn Keene lost her Hand?
We Wonder Why-Mr. Parks prefers a Dodge. Answer: He's
married.
More folks don't go out for debating. By some
arguments we've heard around school we have
been led to believe that if some of those extemporaneous "argumentators" went out for debating we'd be the State champions.

For example:

Claude Daley, when things go wrong in Latin
Class (as they always do): Jack Hallock, when
his "A" looks like an "E."
Henry Ramsdell said Russia would have to

Anne Duris (giving history report): ''Napoleon's motto was 'Live or Die'-and he died!'''
Ralph M.: "Oh! Did he:"
Clunette C. (giving current event in history):
"These men were building a bridge across the
Grand Canyon. One of the workmen fell from
the bridge to the rocks several thousand feet below-And it killed him!"
::\Iiss Pagett: "Roger, what was the Quartering Act?"
Roger:
"W. Er-Er-Oh! Wasn't that when
they stopped cutting people up into four parts?"

throw off her alleys (allies). Haven't the Reds any
further need for them?

Mr. Boone: "How did they discover iron ? I
heard dad say they smelt it."

The below-quoted conversation seemed so appropriate:
Miss Carter:
papers.
Jack Row:

Billie Buice, pass out the test
"He'll pass out all right when he

gets his.

Hayden McAfee's heroine m
Wreckage" was named Doris.

"Out of the

Escoll l\Iallory :-"Bacon and eggs; the eggs
not too hard and the bacon rather crisp, buttered
toast; not too much butter, and iced tea; not too
much ice."
Waitress: "Yes sir, is there any special design
you would like on the dishes?"
Charles H . : "I call my girl spearmint."
Bob Sanford: "Why, because she's so Wrigley?"
Charley: " o, because she's always after
meals."

Hannah doesn't look forward to the Christmas vacations. Oh! a slip of the memory; Ben
is going to 1emphis this Christmas.
Mr. Becktold's so blue. Oh, it's his car we
were thinking of!

Virgil A.: "How much are your rooms?"
Landlady: ''Eight dollars up to twelve ."
Virgil: "I suppose you reduce rates after midnight."
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Comments
SUCH IS LIFE

THE BY-LAWS OF SOME STUDENTS
By BE

Bv

HOLLOWAY

)Jever bring any toys for a Christmas box. You
may need them to play with in your second childhood.
When at a basketball game be sure to stand in
front of someone. It will develop his patience.
During assembly, squirm around in your seat
as much as possible. It lets the speaker knm,·
that you are interested.
When the president of your class is waiting for
attention be sure to talk to your neighbor. The
president likes to see that you are an interesting
conversationalist.
Never on any condition hold the door open for
the person coming next. He needs the exercise
as much as you do.
Girls, do not neglect to comb your hair and
powder your nose in every class room. It shows
the teacher how particular you are ;::tbout your
personal appearance.
Boys, chew gum continuously, a big stick preferable . Do not fail to exercise all your facial
muscles. It makes you look very attractive.
Borrow paper. It will save you a great deal
of trouble.
Girls, heed this. Wear all your party dresses
and the family jewelry to school. It's so attractive.
Always slide down in your seat. It makes you
look so graceful.
Don't fail to mark up your books with your
pen. The teacher and classmates will appreciate
your artistic ability.
Don't get your lessons. The teachers might
worry for fear they would lose their jobs by the
closing of the school.
Make it a point to be late for orchestray, especially if you sit in the middle. It increases
the harmony.
Don't have ambition. Caesar was killed on account of it.
The halls are the best place in the world to have
talks with your friends. Try to find a time when
the halls are crowded, it works better and you
can say more.

EmvARD

S.

~IoKRAY

Headline in the Orlando Evening Reporter-Star
"Santa Claus \\'ants Address of Little ~Iadeline
Richards."
Somebody's kidding. Didn't our folks tell u:
when we were small that . the Old Soul knew
everybody's address?

Heard downtmvn the other day.
"'Lo Gert."
"'Lo Mame."
"See that girl over there?"
"\Vhich one?"
"The one with the big blue eyes and baby face."
"Uh-huh."
"That's that Nell Slattery I was telling you
about."
" ot the one that-?"
"Yes, the one that tried to steal Jimmy right
out from under my nose, and me engaged to him!
She was always like that. Even when we were
kids in school she never tried to get anything until she was convinced someone else wanted it. In
high school all the boys were nuts about he~; but
she paid no attention to them unless she discm'ered they were interested in other girls. Then
she'd make a play for them.
If she succeeded
she'd drop them; if she failed she'd forget them,
but she didn't very often fail.
"She is rather pretty, though, ain't she?"
''\Vhy, yes, rather, if anyone likes that style.''

l\Iatthew. Arnold the English critic, essayist and
poet, born December 24, just 106 years ago has
amply demonstrated the fact that critical ability
may be used wisely and to advantage. This
might be included in the series of lectures on "Lessons in Leadership."

Jane Austin, born in Worcester, :-..1assachusetts
on December 16, 1831 is a writer of strictly New
England stock.
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LIGHT VERSE
THE BUMBLE BEE
By H.

w.

SPRING DAZE
B y EDV\'ARD TYXER

CARVER

Down in the stable the ol mare is lickin'
The new colt that got here last week,
Out in the pasture, a new calf is friskin'
Around the old cow like a streak.

The other day at half past four,
I promised Dad I would cry no more.
But I never knowed that a bumble bee
\Yould come along and light on me.
I never was bited so bad in my life;
There's a thing on his nose, most sharp as a knife.
An' its long as a needle, an' hurts awful bad,
A hundred times worse than 1a, when she gets
mad.
I'd rather face tigers an elephants too
There's no· kind of danger, I wouldn't go through;
I'd rather fight giants with two eyes or three,
Than be bited again by an ol' Bumble Bee.
The place where he stinged me is still awful soreYou can bet I won't fool around him anymore.
I stand up for breakfast, an' dinner an' tea,
On account of a sting from that ol' Bumble Bee.

WINNIFRED WINTERS

A football game was yesterday,
The crowd was going wild,
Our side did well in every way,
Until one man got riled.

And then he saw a chance to clear
The errors he'd made before.
He carried the ball to the fatal line,
And made the winning score.

01' cats' asleep in a box in the kitchen,
\Yith fine kittens mussin' her fur,
An' if them other critters is proud o' their babies,
Well they ain't got nothin' on her.

IT
By

He tried to keep his head and play,
To make a touchdown fair,
But somehow a foul was made instead,
That caused the crowd to stare.
This set the team back quite a way,
And didn't look so good,
He just kept working in the fray,
Till one made a goal who could.

Birds built a nest in the tree by the tool-shed;
They knowe<l they was goin' to need
That nest, an' by golly, they're workin' like
Beaners,
'Cause they've got new youngsters to feed.

Thar's a ol' duck comin' up from the frogpond,
With ten baby ducks on her trail,
An' thars a ol' hen squattin' over her family,
Which is peepin' out under her tail.

A FOOTBALL GAME
By

01 sow is sucklin' new pigs in the barn lot,
An' out in the shed, on some straw,
A litter o'six white an' black mongrel puppies
Is crawlin' all over their ma.

ALICE REPPARD

Sweet Miss Susan rushed frantically around,
She looked upon the shelf and then upon the
ground,
Her sweet pretty face was drawn down in despair,
And she looked tempted to tear her pretty hair.
"Oh where, oh where can it be?" she cried
"Right here is the place I had it tied,
She looked dismal and sighed, and sighed and
sighed.
As she looked upon the table her face broke out
in a smile.
"Oh here it is," she cried with joy, "its been here
all the while."
For there her toothbrush lay behind a book
Joyfully she snatched it up and hung it on the
hook.
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THE ANNUAL
It has been the custom of the Senior Cla s of
0 . H. S. to publish an annual. the purpose of

Mather-Wiley
Coinpany

which was to present in an orderly and organized
way the things that meant most in school life.
The Senior Class has made provisions for an
annual this year. The Editor and Busine s 1\Ian-

17 West Pine Street

ager were chosen and they in turn selected the

Orlando, Florida

complete staff.

The contracts for engraving and

printing have been "let," and a few pictures have
been taken.

Everything for the House

It is the plan of the Staff to put out a book in
keeping with the school, something that will have
in the background that which will mean as much

if not more than the mere pictures and groups of
words that remind one of the school days spent
in 0. H. S.

Quality Furniture at the
Lowest Prices

To carry this out provisions have been made to
have four-color art work that will be rich in a

Phone 4854

story of the school within itself.

WISHING YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND
A HAPPY PRODUCTIVE NEW YEAR
IN YOUR SCHOOL ACTIVITY

Orlando Coca-Cola Bottling
Company
J. F. lVIartin, Mgr.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

COLONIAL HARDWARE

AND T R U S T C01

for

IN ORLANDO

Fishing Tackle --- Dupont Paints

OFFICERS

Duco and Varnish

.lames L. Giles. Chairman of the Board
\\'. IL O'Neal, President
LeRoy R. Gile , Yice-President
John ~1cCullo('h, \'ice-President
I. L. Cook. Cashier
M. E. Fox, Asst. Cashier
Eugene Yanlandiugham, Asst. Cashier

Mirro Aluminum
Johnson Bros. Crockery
Pepex Glass Ware
Shells and Ammunition

DlH.ECTORS
W. 'l'. Bland, .Jr.

D. A. Cheney
W. C. Essington
L. B. Fort
.T as. L. Giles
L. B. Giles
C. E. J obnson

A. C. Marshall
.John McCulloch
J. )lerle McElro.\·
W. R. O'Neal
0. P. Swope
W. \Varren
Seth Woodruff

WE DELIVER

Colonial Hardware
(Baxter Long)
1107 East Colonial Drive

'·Thi:-s Is thr Hank Where You Belong··

CHRISTMAS
SUGGESTIONS

Gifts for the Family

for
CHRISTMAS

We Sell
RADIOS
BICYCLES
TIRES

SKATES
KIDDY TOYS
KIDDY VEHICLES
RADIO SUPPLIES

We Repair
llADIOS
BICYCLES
SKATES
YELOC'I PE DES
\VlnE WHEELS

Brunswick (RCA) Radio

BRAZING AND

\\.ELDING

Smith's Cycle
& Radio Shop
130 W. Church St.

Orlando
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Cooper's
Music Store
112 N. Orange Ave.

EXCHANGES
The other day I ,vas celebrating the late t copy
of Tiger Tales by an excursion trip through the
northern states mostly .
":-Jext stop Baltimore," drawled the elderly
conductor.
"This is where the Westward Ho! is pub Ii hed,"
he confided to me as the train was leaving. It's a
great magazine. They had a good Russian story,
Blood, in it the last time . But they are closely
rivaled by The Eastern Echo. Their diary of A
Camper's Wee!? was too cunning for words. The
frontispiece too, their !ate teacher, was quite appropriate. And cuts-their vacation pictures take
the cake.
"Philadelphia," he roared.
"The Saint Joseph's Chronicle is published by
the Saint Joseph's school here. They ought to be
proud of their magazine. Last time they had nvo
of the best numbers in it, A Romance in l\lustard,
and The Holy Bible.
"Cherry Creek," this way for Cherry Creek.

This is to remind you
New complete stock of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Tea Sets, Jewelry and Novelties

Suzuki's Japanese Bazaar
30 W. Church

124 W. Church

For Your Christmas Sweets
See

POTTERS'

Orlando Maid Candies

Send a Box Home
SAN JUAN BLOCK

(Continued on Page 28)

LADIES AND YOUNG MEN

TRY
Dry Cleaning

Want the Latest

us

Patterns in

Business

Avalon

We Have Them

WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
SAN ,JU AN HOTEL BLOCK

Dry Clean~rs
1109 E . Colonial

Original, Distinctive,
but Not Expensive

Phone 6713

C. E. HOWARD

Photographer

STUDENTSSpecial I 0 % off
this month
Coat and Dress Flowers

"NO FINER PHOTOS MADE"

The Louise Shop
11 E. Washing ton

ONCE

The

Shoes

It's Our

24 E. Pine

Orlando, Fla.
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Phone 3784

Have you ever read The Cherry Blow: \Vhat:
You haven't? \Vell, you've missed a treat. Their
jokes are really funny, laughingly so.
"Boston," next stop Boston.
Read Canon of Donnerail from the Batolphian,
he hurriedly remarked as he passed . It will be
worth your time .
" ew York."
"This is the end of my line," he began, "but
from All Hallows Institute, I just received mine
the other day, and although I haven't read it, I'm
just dying to do so."
"Well good day, I hope to see you again."

U.S. N . DECK PAINT
VALSPAR

FINLEY PIONEER
PAINT CO.

FINEST PAINTS
VARNISHES

Son of college writes "No mon, no fun, your
son."

WALL PAPER

Dad writes back "How sad, too bad, your
dad."

63 East Pine St.

Phone 3348
Headline: Jones Says Short Skirts Must Go.
Which way?

Orlando, Fla.

Exquisite
Inexpensive
Your Photograph
-Yet

McELROY'S PHARMACY
The Horn e of

TWELVE GIFTS

McSLROY'S FAMOUS

For Twelve Friends

ICE CREA M

FLORA'S STUDIO
21½ So. Orange

Phone 7695

125 S. Orange

Phone 3186

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

CAWTHON HARDWARE
COMPANY

from

Incorporated

MODERN BAKERY

Cor. Orange and Jefferson
for
SPORTING GOODS

62 N. Orange Ave.

Cawthon Hardware Co.
"The Home of Whole Wheat Products"

Orange and Jefferson Phone 6363
Orlando, Florida
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O'NEAL-BRANCH CO.

Students, Get Your

Inc.

Films Developed

Hooks & Stylish Stationery

Through the

at

Satisfactory Prices

Acorn Sweet Shop

We are looking for you

Where You Get Your

Lunches

O'NEAL-BRANCH CO., INC.
39 E. Pine
Phone 3051

817 East Washington Street

ORLANDO STEAM
LAUNDRY
J. C. Mui

FRENCH DRY
CLEANERS

otor Co.

H
"SALE

LE
VICE"

· 43 W. Concord

Phone 3176 ·

Get your

The Owl Book Shop
and

"TUXES"

Circulating Library

For All Formal Affairs

Greeting Cards
For All Occaisions

10 Murphy Arcade

Magazine
Subscriptions

Dial 7949

at

BEN the TAILOR
CORA C. RHOADS,

DATSON DAIRIF.S., INC.

Prop.

Phone 4413

Cordial Welcome to Teachers and
High School Girls

Safe Pasteurized Milk

RHOAD'S HAT SHOP
EXCLUSNE MILLIN,ERT

148 W. South St.
Phone 6342

14 So. Main St.
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KEY TO A "SHAKESPEAREAN SHAKE-UP"

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

A Winter's Tale
The Merry Wives of Windsor
Tyre
The Two Gentlemen of Verona
Twelfth ight
The Tempest
The Comedy of Errors
Romeo and Juliet
Othello
The Merchant of Venice
The Taming of the Shrew
Macbeth
Timon of Athens
Hamlet
Troilus and Cressida
Julius Caesar
As You Like It
Much Ado About Nothing
Loves' Labors' Lost
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Measure for Measure
All's Well That Ends Well
Antony and Cleopatra

RADIO
We Are Dealers For the
R. C. A. and ATWATER KENT
RADIOS

Select Your
XMAS RADIO NOW

Radio Sales &
Service Co.
30 East Pine Street
Phone 6346

GYPSY EYES
By RUTH HYER
When you look in gypsy eyes-Beware!
Though there are red lips and a shining
Tangle of raven hair to match.
Always beware of gypsy eyes.
On nights when frost crackles,
Don't go out by the bramble hedges after dark
For by the light of the hunter's moon
Under the gibbet tree
Half in the shadow
Half in the light
Gypsy eyes will gleam.
Oh! if you get tangled
In the long fringe of lashes
Of gypsy eyes
That will leod you over the hill top
Into the brambles,
Into the ledge-rows
Over the turnpike
And into the cold down.
Don't let your heart break-For on the home road,
Right by the home gate
Wait other gypsy eyes.
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Cold Facts
Quality First
Service Always

New Ice

Co.
Phone 4384

D AD!

Better Pay for Teachers
Elbert Hubbard, the sage of East Aurora, said the teaching profession, on account of its inestimable influence on the
coming generation, is the most \Vorth
while and poorest paid of any of the higher callings. This is a deplorable condition
that the "richest country" should speedily
correct.

Also to make our schools truly

democratic, free text books and school
lunches should be provided.
Dr. Joseph Corwin Howell, specializing
in stomach, bowel and rectal diseases.
Backed by 28 years experience and a
competent staff of assistants.

200 W.

Gore Ave., Orlando, Fla. Telephone 4395 .
Free Consultation. Woman attendant at
all times.

As a result of survey, it has been ascertained that 92 percent. of executives of America's
big business institutions are Cigar Smokers,
their heavy responsibilities requiring the good
health that only results from perfect ner ves.
,vhile the Cigar satisfies the Smoke-Appeal,
it is not usually smoked to satisfy a mere nervous era ving, and one is not hurriedly lighted
from the end of another. Many throat specialists urge their patients who smoke to switch to
Cigar s, "because by far the greater number of
throat troubles result from the dry and hot
tobacco smoke upon the tender tissues of the
throat, the smoke of the Cigar being cool and
soothing, due to its being slowly filtered
thr ough t he body of the Cigar."
Make the test yourself; smoke Cigars exclusively for awhile. You will find the result:
Imp roved Ner ves, Increased Vitality, Relief
from Cou gh or Throat Irritation, and Relief
from that Tired Feeling-plus the Increased
P leasur e of Smoking.
To make the Test, use "Orlando Club" or
"Santa G randa," High Grade Cigars. They
are made to Satisfy.

W ishing the Students and F acuity

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

ORLANDO'S BEST

and

AUTOMOBILE REPAIR

A HAPPY A ND PROSPEROUS

SHOP

NEW YEAR
All Workmanship

Seybold

Positively Guaranteed

Baking
Co.

WILLIAMS GARAGE

Makers of

45 West Pine St.
Southern Bread and Cake
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"STARS''
By

MADGE ABSTEIN

How much that one little word can mean !
\ hen stars are mentioned, we usually think at
once of the bright, twinkling little stars in the
sky on a clear night. But they seem so far away.
v e then say, Oh, that's not the stars he's telling of. He means our stars at school. You know
we get them according to the class of work we
turn in at Journalism class."
ometimes we think its just a football star or
maybe a "movie" star. But how often does the
thought enter our minds, "now he must be talking of the stars in our grand flag?"
o matter what kind of stars we think of, it i
a bright and shining symbol. The stars in the
heavens bed their light far and near. The stars
on the charts in Journalism· mean superior
work. The stars in football teams and
'movie' stars must do some extraordinary feat
to be so-called. Last, but not least, there are the
stars of our flag. Do we ever stop to think just
what those forty-eight stars mean to us? Do we
say "Stars and Stripes," reverently?

REACH

SPORTING GOODS
and

MECHANICS TOOLS
JOS. BUMBY
HARDWARE CO.
Orange Ave.

Church St.

MERITA BREAD

\\\~ \"'~~"£. 'r~.\1i.~~4:,
l\}'\l.\\\,'u~'i.. CO'\t\?1'~'<

Orlando's Staff of Life

"Where your credit is good"

Eat More of It ·

Phone 8247

Made by

247 West Church Street

AMERICAN

Orlando, Fla.

BAKERIES CO.
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